The information below is intended as a general guide to dining seating, offering a suggested range for how many chairs will fit different size tables. For specific seating recommendations for any of our tables, please refer to the detailed product information for that table.

To determine the number of chairs that can be placed comfortably around a table, consider not only the table’s dimensions but also its leg style/placement, overhang and the width of the chairs. This guide allows an industry standard of 24" (20"-wide chair with 2" on either side) per person at the low end of the range for suggested seating. The upper end of the range represents cozier seating, to accommodate additional guests.

### ROUND TABLE SEATING

**Table Styles**
Tables with pedestal bases generally accommodate more chairs than do other designs because there are no legs obstructing seating space.

**Suggested Seating**

- **48”**: 4-6 seats
- **60”**: 6-8 seats
- **72”**: 8-10 seats
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### OVAL TABLE SEATING

**Table Styles**
Tables with pedestal bases generally accommodate more chairs than do other designs because there are no legs obstructing seating space.

**Suggested Seating**

- **78”**: 6-8 seats
- **84”**: 8-10 seats
- **96”**: 8-10 seats
- **108”**: 10-12 seats
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RECTANGULAR TABLE SEATING

Table Styles
Tables that do not have legs positioned at the four corners generally accommodate the most seating. Also, consider whether an extension table best serves your needs. Typically, extensions add two to four additional seats. To optimize seating, we recommend using side chairs along the table sides and armchairs at the ends.

Suggested Seating